Aiming for Success, Believing...Together We Can!
Columbine Hills Elementary
September 12, 2023
SAC Meeting

Agenda

- Introductions/ Celebrations
  Nosker (quinn and kate)
  Maley (Jacie and
  Hannah (1st grade Kallan
  Julie (kiera K)
  Anton 1st grade
  Nick (3rd grade Nicky)
  Celeste Anderson (Sadie and Emmie)
  Lauren (Adelena 3rd) ***SAC Chair
  Tara (Emma Kindergarten)
  Heather (Everett 2nd grade) *district columbine area rep

- SAC Overview (Lauren)
  o Purpose, Goals

- School Data, Goals & UIP (Unified Improvement Plan) Overview
  Notes:
  Question:
  - Where in the course of the test does it land? (Celeste Anderson)
  - Subcategories- separate from overall academic rating? (Heather) clarification
  - Reading question: Do we have how many kids are reading on grade level for third grade? (We have MAP and DIBELS, which is included in our UIP, but state only looks at CMAS data)
  - Celeste- gaps in numbers and operations… do they homework and repetition? Because we didn’t have any math homework… I’ve heard a weakness of this program is lack of practice with math facts? Discussion: last year we created a new homework policy (in handbook) bringing back strategic homework in both reading and math… one piece we are implementing in math block is the centers- to build automatically and fluency if done daily
  - Do you feel like they will see drops for schools implementing? Others? Not sure, but we will increase, we don’t see us dropping again.
  - Specifically for fifth grade… we are implementing MAP accelerator we also have iReady as a school
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- Does the school in general have a guideline on homework? And, by having additional homework… we shared the policy specifically from the handbook, next step is the math specifics

- Beginning of the Year Reflection
  - Review results of two question survey
    - Notes: new website coming November, coming soon!
    - Suggestions, Comments etc…: please introduce new staff (ideas middle school uses social media), we have a lot opt out of social media
    - Lauren and Christa will go through the data again when they meet again (tomorrow), they will also plan the next meeting and meet on budget

**Upcoming Agenda Items:** (October)
October Survey didn’t get to talk much about, short on time

**SAC Meetings for 2023-2024**
October 10th  
November 14th  
January 9th  
January 22nd - Columbine Area Meeting @ CHS 6:15pm  
February 13th  
March 12th  
April 9th